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Abstract GPS radio occultation (RO) signals are sometimes observed very deep in the Earth’s shadow.
To investigate these phenomena, one of the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC RO receivers was set to track RO
signals deep below the limb, down to a height of straight line �350 km on 5–6 October 2010. Analysis of
the spectrograms revealed the existence of two types of signals below �200 km, RO signals induced by
tropospheric propagation and interfering signals not transmitted by the occulted GPS. The RO signals
induced by tropospheric propagation arrive from impact heights corresponding to inversion layers. Wave
optics modeling of RO signals showed that deep signals exist when the refractivity gradient exceeds critical
(super-refraction). The existence of such signals is a diffractional phenomenon, which offers a new quality
control parameter to identify occultations that may be affected by super-refraction. This is important for
RO data assimilation in weather models in the moist lower troposphere because assimilation of RO data
affected by super-refraction is an ill-conditioned problem. Detection of the tropospheric ducts also may
be useful for evaluation of radio wave propagation conditions. For infinitely horizontally extended ducts,
the deep signals are extended in duration, have amplitudes of about 0.1%, and exist for only elevated
ducts. For ducts of limited horizontal extension, the deep signals are shorter in duration, have amplitude of
about 1%, and may exist for both elevated and surface ducts. The interfering signals were found in about
half of occultations. Based on frequency modeling, in most cases, the interfering signal was identified
with non-occulted GPS. The disturbance of retrieved bending angle induced by an interfering signal from
a non-occulted GPS in a region of strong defocusing and significant spectral spread of RO signal was
modeled and determined to be quite large, up to 10% of bending angle. However, the probability of
occurrence of such interference (not estimated), generally, must be low. Removal of the interfering signal
by high-pass filtering was tested, but it introduced a disturbance of bending angle of about the same
magnitude as the interfering signal itself.

1. Introduction

Radio occultation (RO) of the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites observed from low Earth orbiting (LEO)
satellites has been successfully used for remote sensing of the Earth’s neutral atmosphere and ionosphere
[Anthes et al., 2008]. GPS RO has demonstrated high performance, in terms of accuracy and vertical resolution,
of retrieved meteorological parameters in the altitude range from approximately 5 to 25–30 km. However,
accurate retrievals in the moist lower troposphere (LT) and the upper stratosphere are the main challenges of
GPS RO. In the stratosphere, the mean signal amplitude is high, but the excess phase delay induced by the
neutral atmosphere reduces below the noise level. In the LT the excess phase delay is large, but the amplitude
reduces below the noise level due to defocusing and, additionally, may undergo strong fluctuation, both of
which impede accurate measurement of the phase.

The structure of RO signals propagated through the LT depends substantially on the amount and structure of
water vapor, which mainly affects the structure of refractivity in this region. Commonly, in high latitudes,
especially during winter, the humidity is low, the fluctuation of the RO signal is not strong, and the amplitude
is abruptly reducing below the noise level in the Earth’s shadow. In low latitudes, refractivity gradients in the
LT are much stronger due to the effect of water vapor that commonly has a complicated structure.
Defocusing results in an extension of the RO signal over a large observation interval where the fluctuating
amplitude gradually reduces below noise level. This introduces the known inversion problem (uncertainty):
truncation of RO signals (which removes the sub-signals with large bending angles) introduces a negative
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bias while the use of RO signals below the point where they cannot be distinguished from noise introduces
a positive bias in the retrieved bending angle and refractivity profiles [Sokolovskiy et al., 2010]. Typically,
with the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC (hereafter COSMIC) GPS RO receivers, the RO signals in tropics may be
distinguished from noise down to the GPS-LEO height of straight line (HSL) of about �(100–150) km.
Sokolovskiy et al. [2010] discussed the existence of deep RO signals, occasionally observed by COSMIC at HSL
of about�200 km, and considered a possible propagation mechanism (horizontally inhomogeneous surface
duct). Bonnedal et al. [2010] identified interfering signals from non-occulted GPS satellites in the
spectrograms of 1 kHz sampled Metop-GRAS RO signals. Marquardt et al. [2011] found deep RO signals
observed by the Metop-GRAS receiver down to approximately �200 km HSL, while below that height only
interfering signals were found. As it was emphasized byMarquardt et al. [2011], it is important to understand
how deep the GPS RO signals can be observed and what information they contain. We note that the
possibility to observe deep GPS RO signals may be different for different receivers. It depends on antenna
gain and open loop (OL) tracking firmware. In particular, it is important to maintain range and frequency
models for demodulation and downsampling close to the range and frequency of expected RO signals to
prevent loss of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The goal of this study is investigation of the deep GPS RO signals observedwith the COSMIC receiver (section 2),
investigation of possible propagation mechanisms by modeling RO signals (section 3), and evaluation of the
disturbance to the GPS RO inversion induced by interfering signals from non-occulted GPS satellites (section 4).
The results are summarized in section 5.

2. Observation of Deep Signals With the COSMIC GPS RO Receiver

COSMIC GPS RO receivers, generally, are set to track L1 C/A signals in a model-aided OL mode [Ao et al.,
2009] from approximately �10 km to �(150–175) km HSL (occasionally, they track down to �200 km HSL).
In order to investigate RO signals that may exist at lower HSL, the GPS RO receiver firmware on COSMIC
flight module #1 was modified by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to track occultations down to
approximately �350 km HSL, between �30 deg and +30 deg latitude, between 16 UT on 5 October and
13 UT on 6 October 2010. The restriction on latitude was stipulated by the increased amount of downlinked
data and by the expectation that deep RO signals may exist mainly in the presence of a large amount of
water vapor. All together 83 deep occultations were recorded.

Table 1. Reference Data for the 20 Selected Occultationsa

No. Occultation ID Lat (deg) Lon (deg) SNR (V/V)

1 C001.2010.278.16.55.G02 22.4 169.9 750
2 C001.2010.278.19.19.G27 �7.0 �87.6 730
3 C001.2010.278.20.50.G30 24.4 �124.5 715
4 C001.2010.278.21.02.G12 �7.4 �106.2 920
5 C001.2010.278.21.46.G08 �13.1 54.0 815
6 C001.2010.278.22.35.G31 18.6 �140.5 900
7 C001.2010.278.22.47.G30 �20.4 �124.2 620
8 C001.2010.278.22.49.G25 �24.5 �120.9 660
9 C001.2010.279.01.07.G09 �15.6 2.2 780
10 C001.2010.279.02.12.G16 �29.7 �166.2 650
11 C001.2010.279.02.45.G25 �19.3 �30.7 800
12 C001.2010.279.03.38.G08 18.6 143.8 840
13 C001.2010.279.05.17.G26 15.1 108.0 680
14 C001.2010.279.07.04.G27 �0.7 93.9 760
15 C001.2010.279.08.47.G12 �3.5 73.2 910
16 C001.2010.279.09.31.G08 �18.7 �124.9 800
17 C001.2010.279.10.20.G31 25.9 40.7 910
18 C001.2010.279.10.34.G25 �20.4 58.1 880
19 C001.2010.279.11.27.G19 29.4 �104.1 640
20 C001.2010.279.12.56.G27 �4.1 �174.9 740

aThe occultation ID consists of: 1) COSMIC flight module ID, 2) year, 3) day of year, 4) UT hour, 5) minute, and 6)
pseudorandom number code (PRN) of the occulted GPS. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was estimated by averaging
between height of straight line (HSL) 60 and 80 km.
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For the analysis, the deep occultations
satisfying the following criteria
were selected:

1. setting occultations (rising occulta-
tions were discarded because of larger
OL model errors resulting in lower SNR
at low HSL), 72 occultations left;

2. navigation data modulation (NDM) bit
replica is available for demodulation
(this is important for representing the
phase in 4 quadrants and thus
preserving the full 50Hz spectra of RO
signals), 49 occultations left;

3. SNR (averaged between 60 and
80 km) is not less than 600 V/V, 39
occultations left;

4. maximal difference between the
receiver frequency and delay
models and more accurate post-
processing reference models is less
than 10 Hz and 50m, respectively
(resulting in signal losses less than
�0.6 dB and �0.8 dB, respectively),
20 occultations left.

The post-processing frequency model,
used for validation of the receiver
models, was in turn validated by use of

the spectrograms of RO signals [Sokolovskiy et al., 2009]. The 20 occultations selected based on the above
criteria (1–4) are listed in Table 1.

As an example, Figure 1 shows amplitudes (L1 C/A SNR) of RO signals for 4 out of 20 selected occultations.
For occultation (A) the RO signal submerges into noise at HSL<�150 km and never re-emerges. For
occultations (B–D) there are clear signals above the noise level at HSL<�175 km (indicated by arrows).
Representation of RO signals by amplitude does not allow differentiation of the sub-signals caused by
atmospheric propagation from the external interfering sub-signals. This can be done by use of sliding
spectrograms after removal of the NDM and multiplication of the complex RO signals u(t) = A(t)exp[ikS(t)] by
the reference model exp[�ikSm(t)], which shifts the mean frequency close to zero (the reference frequency
model kdSm/dt is based on GPS and LEO orbits and bending angle climatology [Sokolovskiy et al., 2009]).
Figure 2 shows the sliding spectrograms for the 20 selected occultations. The gray scale represents the
spectral amplitude in a sliding window of 1.28 s (64 samples at 50Hz) as a function of the HSL corresponding
to the center of the window and of the local frequency between �25 and 25Hz. The spectral amplitude is
normalized by its mean value for each local spectrum; this compensates for the mean amplitude fading due
to defocusing and thus allows better visualization of weak signals. Amplitudes of the occultations in
Figures 1a-1d correspond to spectrograms #1, #4, #7, and #13 in Figure 2.

Visual analysis of the spectrograms reveals the following. RO signal frequency is modeled satisfactory by
maintaining the down-converted signal frequency close to zero. For each occultation there is a visible
boundary between white and gray backgrounds on the spectrograms where the RO signal reduces close to
the noise level; hereafter we conventionally call it the noise boundary. For most occultations the noise
boundary is between HSL �100 and �150 km. In some cases there are visible signals below the noise
boundaries. For example, in occultation #4 (amplitude shown in Figure 1b), the noise boundary is at
HSL ~�140 km, but the visible signal extends down to HSL ~�300 km. Overall, in 8 occultations (#3, #4, #6,
#8, #9, #11, #14, and #18) the RO signals were observed below the noise boundaries down to �200 km HSL,
and in 5 occultations (#3, #4, #9, #11, and #18) below�200 km HSL. Because none of the selection criteria was

Figure 1. (a-d) Amplitudes (L1 C/A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)) of radio
occultation (RO) signals for four deep occultations. Arrows show
regions at height of straight line (HSL)<�200 km where RO signals are
observed above the noise level.
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based on the structure of signals, the probability of observing deep signals down to or below�200 km HSL in
tropics can be coarsely estimated as 40% or 25% based on this limited data set. A possible propagation
mechanism producing such deep RO signals is discussed in section 3.

Further analysis reveals two types of sub-signals that can be clearly distinguished from each other. The sub-
signals of the first type are related to atmospheric multipath propagation when separations between
multiple rays are larger than their Fresnel zones, hereafter referred to as “geometric” multipath. A distinctive
feature of these sub-signals is that they appear or disappear being close in frequency to the main signal. The
multipath sub-signals are visible at �100 km<HSL<�20 km in the following occultations, #2–#11, #14–#15,
#17–#18, and #20. The frequency is related to the arrival angle of the ray and, for coarse estimates, the following
approximate relation can be used (a more accurate relation is used in section 4):

f d ¼ �f cvoc
�1sinϕ

where fc is the carrier frequency, fd is the Doppler frequency shift, vo is the projection of the receiver velocity
on the occultation plane, ϕ is the zenith angle of the ray at the receiver, and the sign “–” corresponds to
setting occultations. The difference of Doppler Δfd for the edges of the 50Hz sampling band corresponds to

Figure 2. Spectrograms of RO signals for 20 selected occultations (listed in Table 1; the occultations shown in Figure 1 have
additional labels a-d). The RO signals were down-converted to close-to-zero mean frequency by use of the frequency
model. For details see text.
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the difference in arrival angle Δϕ ~3 � 10� 3 rad. This angular separation, being multiplied by the distance
from receiver to limb ~3000 km, corresponds to separation of the impact heights of about ~10 km. Typically,
the frequency separation for tropospheric multipath signals is less than ~25Hz, which means that they are
arriving from impact heights separated by less than ~5 km. The exceptions are reflected signals [Beyerle et al.,
2002] and the signals bent upward by underlying layers of smaller refractivity (sub-refraction) [Sokolovskiy,
2004] that may result in larger separations of arriving angles and impact heights. The “geometric”multipath
indicates the presence of layers with significant horizontal extensions and strong vertical refractivity
gradients. In the occultations, #1, #12–13, #16, and #19, there is no clear atmospheric “geometric”multipath
indicating the absence of horizontally extended layers with strong vertical gradients. In occultations #1
and #12 there are no separate sub-signals, but there is a significant increase of the local spectral width which
can be treated as “physical” rather than “geometric” multipath, i.e., the Fresnel zones of the multiple rays
overlap. This indicates propagation through strong quasi-isotropic refractivity irregularities (commonly
induced by moist convection) without pronounced horizontal layers. We note, that both “geometric” and
“physical” multipath may not be resolved without externally available NDM bit replicas [Sokolovskiy et al.,
2009], because the resulting strong phase fluctuation may not be distinguished from the NDM.

The sub-signals of the second type are the interfering signals from sources other than the occulted GPS. These
signals appear and disappear far away, in direction and frequency, from the RO signal and their tracks are
crossing the spectrogram fromone spectral edge to another. Due to aliasing, the interfering signals may appear
in the spectrogrammore than once, until deviation of their frequency from the frequency of the receiver model
remains within the main lobe of the response function of the low-pass filter (18ms integration) applied
in the receiver. The most prominent interfering sub-signal is observed in occultation #13 (amplitude
shown in Figure 1d); its track is crossing the track of RO signal at HSL ~�240 km and is re-appearing,
being shifted by +/� 50 Hz due to aliasing, at HSL<�290 km and HSL>�190 km.

As it was noticed in section 1, weak interfering sub-signals were observed in the spectra of 1 kHz raw sampled
Metop-GRAS RO signals and identified as the signals from other (non-occulted) GPS [Bonnedal et al., 2010;
Marquardt et al., 2011]. Though C/A codes transmitted by different GPS satellites are orthogonal, their
short length (1023 chips) results in cross-correlation power of about �24 dB [Kaplan, 1996] which may be
above the receiver noise level and thus may allow observation of the interfering signals without C/A code
demodulation. The 50Hz NDM bit modulation is removed from the occulted signal in post-processing
[Sokolovskiy et al., 2009]. Since the NDM modulation on the interfering GPS signal generally is different
from the one on the occulted signal (though they may be partially correlated) this results in the additional
spread of the spectrum of the interfering signal. While this spread does not impede observations of the
interfering GPS signals at 1 kHz sampling (Metop-GRAS), it may or may not allow observing them at 50Hz
sampling (COSMIC) depending on correlation of the NDM on the occulted and interfering signals. Modeling
of the effect of an interfering GPS signal with the correlated NDM on the results of RO inversion is considered
in section 4.

Next we focus on the deep RO signals below the noise boundary, induced by tropospheric propagation. It is
possible to approximately estimate the impact height fromwhich the deep RO signals arrive. For this purpose
we select 7 occultations where the tropospheric propagation signals are observed above the noise level
down to at least HSL =�200 km or lower: #3, #4, #6, #8, #9, #11, and #18. For the following analysis we use
wave optics (WO) transform, the phase matching [Jensen et al., 2004], though the same results can be
obtained with other WO methods [Gorbunov, 2002; Jensen et al., 2003; Gorbunov and Lauritsen, 2004]. We
apply the WO transform to the full signals and to only the sections of the signals below the noise boundary
down to the minimal height where they are still observed above noise. We also use occultation #1, which
does not have a section of deep signal, for comparison. Figure 3 (left column) shows spectrograms of the
selected signals with the vertical red lines outlining the sections of the deep signals used for the analysis. The
middle panels show amplitudes of WO transforms of the whole RO signals (in black) and of the sections of
deep signals between the vertical red lines in Figure 3 (left column) (in red) as functions of the impact height.
Figure 3 (right column) shows bending angles calculated from the phase of the WO-transformed RO signals
used down to the left red lines for occultations with deep signals and down to the right red line for
occultation #1. For occultation #1, the amplitude of WO-transformed section of the signal below the noise
boundary is a uniform noise. The bending angle shows strong uniform fluctuation below impact height of
about 6 km, which is common for propagation through a region of deep moist convection. For other
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occultations, the amplitudes of WO-transformed sections of deep signals have more or less pronounced
maxima at the same impact heights where bending angles have significant lapse indicating the presence of
inversion layers. For 6 out of 7 occultations with deep signals, the high-resolution European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) analysis (91 levels) also shows the presence of inversion layers.
For 4 occultations, the ECMWF analysis shows the existence of super-refraction, i.e., a negative refractivity
gradient exceeding critical �157N/km (indicated by SR in Figure 3). It is interesting to note that for
occultation #8 which shows the multipath structure, the sharpest deep signal on the spectrogram, the
sharpest maximum in the amplitude of WO-transformed section of deep signal, and strong gradient of the
bending angle at impact height of ~4.4 km, the ECMWF analysis does not show any evidence of the inversion
layer, though existence of such a layer is obvious from the above analysis of the RO signal. Figure 4 shows
zoomed bending angle profiles for occultations #3, #4, #9, and #11. For these occultations the spectrograms
show deepest signals and ECMWF shows the super-refraction. The bending angles are retrieved with and
without deep sections of RO signals (red and black). It is seen that including deep sections of RO signals into
inversions, on average, increases the bending angles. However, this increase can be related to both the
sub-signals with large bending angles [Sokolovskiy, 2003] and the noise [Sokolovskiy et al., 2010]. For
comparison, the bending angles calculated from ECMWF are shown (green). While comprehensive
theoretical analysis of all possible propagation mechanisms causing deep RO signals is outside the scope of

Figure 3. (left column) Sliding spectrograms of RO signals observed above the noise level at HSL<�200 km (except for RO
signal #1 used as the reference). Red lines outline sections of deep signals (noise for the reference signal #1) used for analysis.
(right column) (all retrieved parameters are functions of impact height) Amplitudes of wave optics (WO)-transformed RO
signals (left subpanels); amplitudes of WO-transformed sections of deep RO signals outlined by red lines on left column
(middle subpanels); bending angles retrieved from the phase of WO-transformed RO signals (right sub-panels). Labels (SR)
indicate super-refraction produced by European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) analysis.
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this study, one such mechanism,
which has practical importance for
interpretation and assimilation of
RO data and other applications is
discussed in section 3.

3. Tropospheric Ducts as the
Source of Deep RO Signals

Effect of tropospheric ducts, or super-
refraction, on radio occultation was
considered in a number of studies
[Sokolovskiy, 2003; Xie et al., 2006;
Ao, 2007]. If the negative N gradient in
a layer exceeds critical �157N/km,
then a ray with the tangent point
inside such a layer has a local
curvature radius smaller than the
Earth radius. Thus such a ray cannot
leave the layer: it either stays inside
(elevated duct) or hits the surface
(surface duct). This means that the
rays between the extra-atmospheric
transmitter and receiver (external
rays) may not have tangent points

inside the super-refraction layer, although they may cross such a layer in the case of an elevated duct. This
makes the inverse problem ill-posed in general, and Abel inversion inapplicable in particular, below the top of
the super-refraction layer. Formal application of the Abel inversion results in a negative N bias [Sokolovskiy,
2003]. A constrained inversion, which uses an additional information, was proposed by Xie et al. [2006]. The
ill-posed nature of the problem manifests itself in that in the geometric-optical approximation, the bending
angle as a function of impact parameter (which has a singularity in the presence of super-refraction) is the
same for the true N(z) and for the Abel-retrieved negatively biased N(z). Furthermore, as this was shown by Xie
et al. [2006] and Ao [2007], there is a continuum of N profiles corresponding to the same bending angle
profile. In the geometric-optical approximation, it is not possible to distinguish from RO observation alone
whether this observation was or was not affected by the super-refraction in order to treat such observation
properly in data assimilation. However, it is known that diffraction and irregularities may allow excitation of
ducts and leaking energy from ducts. Detailed analysis of these effects is outside the scope of this paper; such
an analysis and the references can be found in Kukushkin [2004]. The diffractional mechanism may allow
observing the difference in amplitude of deep RO signals (though this difference, generally, may be very
small and its reliable observation may require sufficiently high SNR) with and without the super-refraction.
Below we investigate this difference by WO modeling of RO signals.

For the modeling, we use an exponential background N profile with a perturbation that simulates the
inversion layer:

N zð Þ ¼ N0exp �z=Hð Þ 1þ cg z; z0;Δzð Þ½ �

g z; z0;Δzð Þ ¼
1 z < z0 � Δz=2

1� sin π z � z0ð Þ=Δz½ �f g=2 z0 � Δz=2 < z < z0 þ Δz=2

0 z > z0 þ Δz=2

8>><
>>:

(1)

where N0 = 350 and H=6 km, z0 and Δz are the mean height and thickness of the inversion layer, and c is the
fractional N lapse across the inversion layer. For modeling of wave propagation we apply the commonly used
multiple phase screen method, e.g., [Beyerle et al., 2003] with the incident plane wave (which is a sufficiently
good approximation for this study) normal to the phase screens. We apply a horizontal step between the
screens xstep=0.1 km (this step is excessively small for the spherically symmetric N, but it is needed later for

Figure 4. Zoomed bending angle profiles for the occultations with deepest
signals. Red and black lines: retrievals with and without deep sections of RO
signals (outlined by vertical red lines in the spectrograms in Figure 3). Green
lines: bending angles calculated from ECMWF analysis.
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non-spherically symmetric N). We consider RO signal on the straight-line observation trajectory parallel to the
phase screens, at the distance l=3000 km from limb. For modeling of deep RO signals with large bending
angles, the following parameters of the method are important (they are set with a margin). The vertical
discretization step zstep must be small enough to allow sufficient width of the angular spectrum and thus the
bending angle (the maximum bending angle is limited by half-width of the angular spectrum kz/k≈ λ/2zstep
where k is the wavenumber and λ is the wavelength). We apply zstep = 0.5m which allows a maximum bending
angle of about 0.2 rad. The distance between the last screen in the propagation direction and the limb lmaxmust
be large enough to allow accumulation of large bending angles (for the rays traveling long distance along
surface, like those bent by strong inversion layers, the maximum bending angle can be roughly estimated as
lmax/re where re is the Earth’s radius). We apply lmax = 1250 km, which is consistent with the bending angle
0.2 rad. The RO signal with such a bending angle can be observed at HSL≈�450 km, which is sufficient for this
study. To apply FFT (fast Fourier transform), we use the data number 220= 1,048,576; this results in the
sufficiently large vertical size of the screen ensuring no interference on the observation trajectory. In our
modeling we apply a “soft” boundary condition at the surface, by gradually reducing the amplitude at each
screen below the surface; thus, the propagation does not produce reflected signals.

Figure 5a shows the set of 11 N profiles used for the modeling. Each profile has the same z0 = 1 km, c=0.05,
but different Δz ranging from 0.1 km to 0.3 km with an increment of 0.02 km, resulting in different maximum
N gradients. Figure 5b shows N gradients for the selected set; the vertical line shows critical gradient
�157N/km; some profiles have gradient below and some above the critical gradient. Figure 5c shows

Figure 5. WOmodeling of RO signals in the presence of inversion layer. (a) Set of 11 N profiles used for the modeling. (b) N
gradients for the profiles from Figure 5a. (c) Amplitude of themodeled RO signal for one of the N profiles from Figure 5a. (d)
Zoomed amplitudes of RO signals modeled for 11 refractivity profiles from Figure 5a (each amplitude is shifted by 0.01);
maximum absolute N gradient is indicated for each amplitude; deep signals (at HSL<�200 km) appear when N gradient
exceeds critical.
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amplitude of the modeled RO signal for Δz= 0.22 km, which corresponds to critical refraction (hereafter,
amplitudes of all modeled RO signals are normed by 1). This amplitude represents well the general structure
of amplitudes for all 11 signals, i.e., deep fading at HSL ~�80 km due to de-focusing by inversion layer and
strong scintillation at HSL<�100 km due to multipath propagation below the inversion layer. Figure 5d
shows zoomed amplitudes for all 11 RO signals modeled for the selected N profiles (shifted in vertical for
better visualization). The differences between the amplitudes of the 11 modeled signals are most apparent at
HSL<�(150–200) km. It is seen that when the maximal N gradient exceeds critical value �157N/km, the
RO signals extend to significantly lower HSL. Thus, for the model of the elevated inversion layer, the
deep signals exist only when the N gradient exceeds critical. The amplitudes of the deep signals do not
substantially decrease with HSL and do not substantially depend on N gradient. This suggests that diffraction
is responsible for the existence of the deep signals, because in geometric optics, defocusing on top of the
super-refraction layer would reduce the amplitude to infinitely small value. The deep signals can be
interpreted as sliding of radio waves along the inversion layer. This is confirmed by estimation of their arrival
impact heights which coincide with the impact heights of the inversion layers estimated from bending
angles (section 2). The wavy structure of the deep signal for the thinnest inversion layer Δz=0.1 km
(bottom plot in Figure 5d) can be interpreted as multiple reflections from underneath the layer.

In the Earth’s atmosphere, super-refraction is most commonly observed on top of a sub-tropical marine
boundary layer that is characterized by significant horizontal extension (hundreds of kilometers), very thin
inversion layer (tens of meters, as this follows from high-resolution radiosondes) [Garratt, 1994] where the local
vertical N gradient substantially exceeds critical. The inversion layer also is characterized by “bumpiness”,
i.e., fluctuation of its height caused by underlying convection. This follows from airborne lidar observations
[Boers et al., 1988; Davis et al., 2000] that commonly use the cloud top height as a proxy for the height of the
inversion layer. The bumpiness of the inversion layer reduces the horizontally averaged verticalN gradient. Here
we investigate the effect of bumpiness of the inversion layer on the existence of deep RO signals. For this
purpose we use the vertical N profile (1) by randomly modulating the height of inversion layer z0 when
calculating the phase on different screens; this is schematically shown in the upper left corner of Figure 6. We
note that such randommodulation, though does not realistically model the horizontal structure of an inversion
layer, is sufficient for the purpose of this study: investigation of the existence of deep RO signal depending on
maximum vertical refractivity gradient of the horizontally averaged refractivity. For the local thickness of
the inversion layer we use Δz=0.18 km corresponding to a maximum local N gradient �180N/km, i.e.,
above critical. This profile, being shifted in vertical up and down from z0 = 1 km, is shown in Figure 6a by thin

Figure 6. WO modeling of RO signals for “bumpy” inversion layer. (a) Local N profiles for the height of the inversion layer
shifted by one standard deviation above and below the mean height (thin lines); horizontally averaged N profile (thick line).
(b) LocalN gradient for the profile at themean height (thin line); averagedN gradients for two values of the standard deviation
(thick lines). (c) Zoomed amplitudes (shifted by 0.01) of RO signals modeled for the “bumpy” inversion layer with different
standard deviations; deep signal (at HSL<�200 km) appears when averaged N gradient exceeds critical.
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lines. The thick line in Figure 6a shows
the statistically averaged N profile
resulting from random shifting of z0.
It is seen that the random shift
reduces the averaged N gradient by
extending effective interval Δz given
fractional N lapse c. For the standard
deviation of the height of inversion
layer (we use Gaussian distribution)
we apply two values 25 and 50m
(consistent with the 30–40m small-
scale cloud top height variations
observed by Boers et al. [1988]) that
reduce the horizontally averaged
maximum gradient �180 N/km
(above critical) to �168 N/km
(still above critical) and �142 N/km
(below critical), respectively. The
original gradient and reduced
gradients are shown in Figure 6b by
thin and thick lines. The amplitudes
of the modeled RO signals for both
cases are shown in Figure 6c. It is
seen that the RO signal produced
by a bumpy inversion layer with
local N gradient �180 N/km
(above critical) substantially depends
on the horizontally averaged N
gradient. When the horizontally
averaged N gradient exceeds critical
(�168N/km), the deep signal does
exist, otherwise (�142N/km) does not.
Thus, the bumpiness of an inversion

layer does not impede the existence of deep RO signals unless it reduces the horizontally averagedN gradient
to below critical.

Though the top of the sub-tropical marine boundary layer has substantial horizontal homogeneity, it is not
strictly spherically symmetric and infinitely horizontally extended. Sokolovskiy et al. [2010] showed that an
infinitely extended surface duct does not produce a deep signal, while the duct of a finite horizontal
extension can produce a deep signal with significant amplitude, of about 1% of its value in a vacuum. This
amplitude is about one order of magnitude stronger than the amplitude caused by a horizontally
homogeneous elevated duct, and it exists in a limited interval of HSL (about 10 km) below which the
amplitude fades. This suggests a different propagation mechanism, which can be thought as trapping and
releasing of radio waves through open ends of the duct and which appears to be more efficient than the
mechanism responsible for deep signals from infinitely extended elevated duct. Here we perform an
additional modeling in order to investigate the effect of both the horizontal extension of an elevated
inversion layer and the N gradient on the existence of deep RO signals. Figure 7 shows amplitudes of RO
signals modeled for the inversion layer at a height z0 = 1 km, which starts at the limb and extends horizontally
over a distance L toward the receiver (this is schematically shown on top of Figure 7). The transition from
“layer” to “no layer” is instant, but this is not important because the transition smeared by up to several tens
of kilometers does not substantially change the deep signal [Sokolovskiy et al., 2010]. Solid and dashed lines
show the amplitudes of the RO signals for the maximum N gradient inside the duct �167N/km (above
critical) and �148N/km (below critical) for different horizontal extensions L of the inversion layer. It is seen
that in order to observe deep RO signals (e.g., at HSL<�200 km), the inversion layer must have sufficient
horizontal extension, at least several hundred kilometers. And, as in the case of an infinitely extended layer,

Figure 7. WO modeling of RO signals for inversion layer of different hori-
zontal extension L and for the N-gradient which is above (solid lines) and
below (dashed lines) critical. Amplitudes are shifted by 0.02. Deep RO sig-
nals appear when the inversion layer is sufficiently horizontally extended
and only when the N-gradient exceeds critical.
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for the deep RO signal to exist, the N
gradient must exceed critical. With the
sufficient horizontal extension of the
inversion layer, two propagation
mechanisms can be seen in Figure 7:
same as for infinitely extended duct
(“diffractional”), resulting in a weak
signal, and through an open end of
the duct, resulting in much stronger
but shorter signal followed by
complete fading. With a smaller
horizontal extension of the duct, e.g.,
300 km in Figure 7, the “diffractional”
mechanism is not pronounced and
the RO signal is not deep. It is obvious
that existence of deep signal depends
not only on the horizontal extension
of the duct, but also on the location
with respect to the limb. While
exhaustive analysis of all possible
scenarios of inhomogeneity of
inversion layers is outside the scope of
this study, the results suggest that a
super-critical N gradient is necessary

(but may be not sufficient) for the existence of deep RO signals, and thus their observation may indicate
the presence of super-refraction.

Since the magnitudes of deep signals are not substantially different for different N gradients that exceed
critical, and the modeled signals are not affected by reflections from the surface, the magnitudes of these
signals must not substantially depend on the height of the inversion layer. An exception is the surface duct,
when the refractional radius r[1 + 10� 6N(r)] at the surface is larger than theminimal refractional radius above.
Then, for the infinitely extended duct, the deep signal does not exist [Sokolovskiy et al., 2010]. More accurate
modeling shows that the amplitude of a deep signal in the presence of an infinitely extended surface
duct depends on the surface boundary condition and, on average, is about 2 orders of magnitude smaller
than for the elevated duct, i.e., it must be difficult if not impossible to observe such signals with Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) RO data.

The above modeling did not account for absorption. At GNSS frequencies, the main absorbing constituent is
molecular oxygen [Bean and Dutton, 1968]. At L1 GPS frequency, the absorption under normal conditions, near
the Earth’s surface, is not large, about 0.006 dB/km. However, deep signals travel significant distances in the LT,
and the accumulated attenuation due to absorption may be significant. To account for this effect, we reduce
the amplitude on the screens, by modeling absorption between the screens. This is done by applying the
surface value mentioned above and exponential reduction with height with the scale of 7.5 km. This coarsely
models the vertical profile of density of dry air (main contribution to N gradients in the inversion layers in the LT
comes from humidity which does not contribute to absorption). We calculate RO signals for the inversion
layer: z0 = 1 km, Δz=0.1 km, and c=0.05 providing minimum N gradient�280N/km (bottom plot in Figure 5d)
with and without the absorption. The results are shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 (top) shows amplitudes of
the modeled RO signals with and without the absorption, while Figure 8 (bottom) shows the ratio of those
amplitudes. It is seen that at HSL of about�300 km the oxygen absorption results in about 50% reduction of the
amplitude (due to signal traveling long distance in the LT) by keeping the amplitude close to 0.1%. For reliable
observations of such signals above the noise level (with the margin 2) the SNR about 2000V/V is required.

4. Interfering Signals Not Related to Tropospheric Propagation

Interfering signals, not related to tropospheric propagation, can be seen in about half of the spectrograms in
Figure 2 (in most cases, slightly above the noise level). For all selected occultations, the Doppler frequency

Figure 8. (top) Amplitudes of deep RO signals in the presence of inversion
layer with N-gradient exceeding critical modeled with and without account
for the oxygen absorption at GPS frequencies (solid and dashed lines
respectively). (bottom) Ratio of the amplitudes from Figure 8 (top).
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shifts for all GPS satellites in view were modeled by use of the GPS and LEO orbits and bending angle
climatology. This results in solving the following set of equations:

f d ¼ f c m→2 v
→
2 �m→1 v

→
1

� �
=c

a ¼ r1sinϕ1 ¼ r2sinϕ2

α ¼ ϕ1 þ ϕ2 þ θ � π

where fc is the carrier frequency, fd is the full Doppler frequency shift,
→
m1;2 are the unit vectors of the ray, r1,2

are the distances to the center of the Earth,ϕ1,2 are the zenith angles of the ray (indices 1 and 2 correspond to
transmitter and receiver), θ is the central angle between transmitter and receiver, and α(a) is the standard
(based on climatology) bending angle as function of impact parameter.

Themost prominent interfering signal is seen in occultation #13 in Figure 2 (the corresponding amplitude is shown
in Figure 1d). For this occultation, Figure 9 (left) shows the modeled full Doppler frequency shift for the occulted
GPS with pseudorandom number code (hereafter PRN) 26 (dashed line in a vacuum, solid line in the standard
atmosphere) and for PRN 22 (solid line). It is seen that the signal from PRN 22 interferes with the occulted signal
from PRN 26 around HSL=�240km. Figure 9 (top right) shows the difference between the Doppler frequencies
for PRN 22 and PRN 26 by solid line; and after shifting by +/� 50Hz (to model aliasing) by dashed lines. This
difference perfectly matches the structure of interfering signal in the spectrogram of occultation #13 reproduced
in Figure 9 (bottom right). The fact that the interfering signal is clearly seen on the 50Hz spectrogram suggests a
high correlation between the NDM of the occulted and interfering signals, while intermittency of the track
indicates incomplete correlation. Concurrent removal of the NDM from the occulted and interfering GPS signals
is possible, because the chip length of the 50Hz NDM (~6000 km) is larger than the difference between the
distances from the receiver to the occulted and interfering PRNs since both satellites are in the field of view of the
occultation antenna (in occultation #13, this difference for PRN 26 and PRN 22 is about 500 km).

Most of the other interfering signals seen on the spectrograms in Figure 2 match predicted frequencies from
other (non-occulted) GPS PRNs with additional frequency shifts ±n 1 kHz. The cross-PRN-correlation maxima
at frequencies shifted by ±n 1 kHz are known [Balaei and Akos, 2011] and related to the 1 kHz repeat rate of
the C/A code. As mentioned above, with 50Hz sampling, high correlation of NDM is necessary for observing
cross-PRN interference. For occultations #7 (interfering signal from PRN 25 at HSL ~�260 km) and #13
(interfering signal from PRN 22 at HSL ~�240 km) n= 0. For most of other interfering signals n= 1 (maximal
n= 6 was found in occultation #17 for the interfering signal from PRN 17 at HSL ~�260 km). It is interesting to
note that in occultation #18, the two interfering signals at HSL ~�320 and �150 km both match Doppler
frequency for PRN 2 shifted by 1 and 2 kHz, respectively. For occultation #19, the interfering signals at HSL
between �180 and �120 km were not identified.

Figure 9. (left) Full Doppler frequency shifts calculated from GPS orbits and standard atmospheric model for the occulted
PRN26 (solid and dashed lines) and interfering PRN22 (solid line). (top right) Frequency of the interfering PRN22 after
subtracting frequency of the occulted PRN26 (solid line) and after shifting by +/� 50 Hz for modeling of the aliasing in the
50 Hz spectrum (dashed lines). (bottom right) Spectrogram of the down-converted occulted signal; track of the interfering
signal matches the predicted one in Figure 9 (top right).
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Isoz et al. [2014], by analyzing noise power density from the Metop-GRAS RO receiver, identified significant
interference from ground radio sources mainly from urban areas. Thus, it is interesting to look into
spectrograms obtained without removal of NDM for occulted PRNs in OL mode. Such spectrograms are
shown in Figure 10. We note that in OL mode the phase is defined in 4 quadrants, while in PLL mode in 2
quadrants (the NDM is removed only above HSL~�10–20 km). As expected, RO signals disappeared in the
OL mode (due to spreads of their spectra) except in the regions where NDM has constant or alternating
phase; then the RO signals appear shifted by 0 or +/� 25Hz (these effects are seen in occultations #3, #4, #5,
and #8 at HSL around �70, �270, �40, and �80 km correspondingly). Comparison of Figure 10 to Figure 2
shows that without removal of the NDM, all interfering signals either disappear or appear extremely unclear
and no additional signals appear.

The strongest observed interfering signal in occultation #13 does not result in inversion errors, because its
frequency is close to the frequency of the RO signal when the amplitude of the RO signal is below noise level
and the RO signal simply is not used there (truncated). However, potentially, the interfering signal may
introduce significant disturbance to the inversion if: (i) the NDM on the occulted and interfering signals
coincide or have significant correlation; (ii) the interfering signal is close in frequency to the RO signal at the
HSL where the RO signal is above noise but not too strong; (iii) the amplitudes of the RO and the interfering

Figure 10. Sliding spectrograms of the selected 20 occultations without removal of the NDM from the occulted signals in
OL mode. The occulted signals in the OL mode (at HSL<�(10–20) km) and most of the interfering signals disappeared.
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signals are comparable (this requires that the interfering GPS is in the field of view of the occultation
antenna); (iv) the interfering signal stays close in frequency to the RO signal (within +/� 50Hz) in an extended
HSL interval; and (v) in the interval where the RO and the interfering signals are close in frequency, the RO
signal has significant spectral spread induced by tropospheric propagation (due to the effect of moist
convection) which increases the uncertainty of the inversion [Sokolovskiy et al., 2010]. However, in the region
where the RO signal may have large spectral spread due to tropospheric propagation (commonly at HSL
between �50 and 0 km), the full Doppler as function of HSL has maximum curvature due to differential
bending. The Dopplers of the interfering signals commonly have different (smaller) curvatures because they
are observed above the atmosphere, and the probability to stay close in frequency in this region, and to
satisfy other requirements above, generally, should be low.

Here we simulate the disturbance to an inversion by imposing a modeled interfering signal on a real
observed RO signal with significant spectral spread. For this purpose, we use the occultation #1. Figure 11
(left) shows the full Doppler calculated for this occultation (dashed black line in a vacuum; solid black line in
the standard atmosphere). The Doppler for the interfering signal is modeled by a linear function, which is a
sufficiently good approximation for the purpose of this simulation, shown by red solid line in Figure 11 (left).
In order to obtain a significant effect on the inversion by keeping the Dopplers of the RO and interfering
signals close, the interfering Doppler crosses the RO Doppler twice, at HSL �100 and 20 km (the upper
crossing does not have any effect on the inversion because the RO signal is strong there). The maximum
amplitude of themodeled interfering signal is�24 dB off themaximum amplitude of the RO signal (while the
occulted signal is subject to attenuation due to defocusing, the interfering signal is not). The amplitude of the
interfering signal is damped by a factor sin(x)/xwhere x= π(focc� fint)Δtwhere focc and fint are the frequencies
of the RO and interfering signals and Δt= 18ms is the integration time in the receiver. The spectrograms of
RO signal #1 without and with the imposed interfering signal are shown in Figures 12f and 12g. The interfering
signal crosses the spectrogram between the HSL�50 and�150 km. The aliased signal is seen below�150 km
and not seen above �50 km (because of the stronger occulted signal and normalization of the spectral
amplitude). Figure 11 (right) shows bending angle as function of impact height retrieved from the complex RO
signal #1 byWO transform (phase matching) [Jensen et al., 2004], by black line. Red line shows retrieval with the
added interfering signal. The difference between red and black lines, which reaches up to 10% of the bending
angle, could be treated as retrieval error induced by the interfering signal. But in the regions of moist
convection, where the spectra of both observed and WO-transformed RO signals are spread, the inverted
bending angles already have large random errors. Thus, we prefer to treat the inversion difference induced by
interfering signal as a disturbance rather than an error.

Figure 11. (left) Full Doppler frequency shifts calculated for the GPS RO signal from PRN02 (black solid and dashed lines)
and for the artificially imposed interfering signal (red solid line). (right) Bending angles retrieved from the GPS RO signal
(black); after adding of the artificial interfering signal (red); after removal of the artificially added interfering signal by high-
pass filtering with 2.5 Hz (green) and 1.25 Hz (blue) windows.
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Because the frequencies of cross-PRN interfering signals can bemodeled accurately with GPS and LEO orbit data,
it is interesting to consider removal of such signals by high-pass filtering. At first, we test such removal on the
interfering signal from PRN 22 in occultation #13. Figures 12a and 12b show the spectrogram of the interfering
signal and the frequency model of this signal after subtraction of the frequency model of occulted signal.
Figure 12c shows the spectrogram of the interfering signal after down-conversion with its frequency model.
Figure 12d shows the spectrogram after high-pass filtering of the complex signal from Figure 12c with Gaussian
filter of 5Hz width. Figure 12e shows the spectrogram of the up-converted signal, i.e., returned to the same
representation as in Figure 12a. It is seen that the 5Hz high-pass filter completely removes the cross-PRN
interfering signal. We note that while the cross-PRN interfering signals propagate above the troposphere,
they propagate through the ionosphere and thus may be subject to scintillation that may increase their local
spectral width. Next we test the effect of removal of an artificially imposed interfering signal (Figure 11 (left), red
line) on the inversion of a RO signal with spread spectrum from occultation #1 (Figures 12f and 12g show
spectrograms without and with the added interfering signal). As before, we down-convert the complex RO
signal with the frequency “model” of the interfering signal (in this case the “model” is absolutely accurate). The
result is shown in Figure 12h (in this case the local spectrum of the interfering signal has no spread). Figures 12i
and 12j show high-pass filtered (window 2.5Hz) and up-converted signals (similarly to Figures 12d and 12e).
Figure 11 (right) shows the retrieved bending angles after removal of the interfering signal by high-pass filtering
with 2.5Hz (green) and 1.25Hz (blue) windows. It is seen that the disturbances of the retrieved bending angles
induced by removal of the spectral content of RO signal around the simulated cross-PRN signal, have about the
samemagnitudes as the disturbance induced by the signal itself, evenwith application of the high-pass filter of a
very small width. This preliminary result does not provide clear evidence that removal of the cross-PRN signals by
modeling their frequency and high-pass filtering is efficient, though further testing may be useful.

5. Summary

A small RO data set, recorded on 5–6 October 2010 by one of the COSMIC receivers configured to track down
to HSL �350 km in the tropics (30°S–30°N), was used for investigation of deep RO signals (at or below
�200 kmHSL). Analysis of the spectrograms revealed two types of deep signals: those related to tropospheric
propagation and those not transmitted by the occulted GPS satellites.

Figure 12. (a-e) Spectrograms of RO signal #13 with observed interfering signal and (f-j) RO signal #1 with artificially
imposed interfering signal demonstrating removal of the interfering signals by down-conversion and high-pass filtering.
For details see text.
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In 40% of the tropical occultations selected for this study (based on high SNR and other criteria not related
to the structure of signals) the RO signals induced by tropospheric propagation were observed above
the noise level down to�200 km HSL and in 25% below�200 km HSL. By applying a wave optics transform
for deep portions of the RO signals, the impact heights from which they arrive were estimated. It was
found that these heights correspond to inversion layers as obtained from the retrieved bending angle
profiles. Wave optics modeling of RO signals showed that deep signals with very small, about 0.1%, and
slowly changing amplitude are produced by the super-refraction layers, i.e., elevated tropospheric ducts.
These signals are caused by diffraction effects and cannot be modeled by geometric optics. The effect
of bumpiness of the inversion layer does not impede the existence of a deep signal as long as the averaged
refractivity gradient exceeds critical. Infinitely extended surface ducts produce deep signals of such a
low amplitude that it is difficult if not impossible to observe them by use of GNSS. However, both elevated
and surface ducts of limited horizontal extension may produce short deep signals (depending on the
location and horizontal extension of the duct) of about 10 times higher amplitude than infinitely extended
ducts. Absorption by molecular oxygen at GNSS frequencies may reduce the amplitudes of deep signals
approximately by a factor of 2. While there is no evidence that tropospheric ducting is the only mechanism
that produces deep signals, observing the deep signal arriving from the impact height corresponding to
significant lapse of the bending angle may indicate that the corresponding refractivity gradient exceeds
critical. We note that the magnitude of the bending angle lapse itself may not be used as a reliable
indication of the super-refraction. Thus, the existence of deep RO signals may be used as an important
QC (quality control) flag because the assimilation of RO data affected by super-refraction in weather
models is an ill-conditioned problem and such data must be treated differently (or discarded). Besides the
use in RO data assimilation, the flag indicating high probability of super-refraction may be used in other
applications. For example, there is evidence that super-refraction (elevated ducts) may occur in the
periphery of tropical cyclones [Ding et al., 2013]. Thus, existence of deep RO signals potentially may be used
for monitoring tropical cyclones; however, this requires additional studies. Also, a flag indicating high
probability of the tropospheric duct may be useful for evaluation of radio wave propagation conditions
[Kukushkin, 2004]. For reliable observations of the deep signals, an SNR of about 2000 V/V is needed which
is a goal expected to be achieved in the FORMOSAT-7/COSMIC-2 mission.

Besides the deep signals induced by tropospheric propagation, multiple interfering signals (not transmitted
by occulted GPS) were observed in the spectrograms of the selected RO signals. In most cases, these
signals match frequencies of other (non-occulted) GPS PRNs shifted by multiple of the 1 kHz (due to the
1 kHz repeat rate of C/A code). The interfering signals may cause significant disturbances to the RO
inversions if a number of conditions are satisfied for the occulted and interfering signals: comparable
power, staying close in frequency during extended time interval, significant spectral spread of RO signal,
coincidence or strong correlation of the NDM. Such a disturbance, about 10% of the retrieved bending
angle, was modeled for one of the occultations with an artificially imposed interfering signal. However,
the probability of such interference (not estimated in this study), generally, must be low. Because the
interfering signals have a structure different from the tropospheric propagation signals, they can be
clearly identified in the spectrograms. Because the frequencies of cross-PRN interfering signals can be
predicted accurately, these signals can be removed by high-pass filtering. However, preliminary testing
shows that such removal results in disturbance of the retrieved bending angle comparable to that
from the interfering signal itself.

Future work may include theoretical explanation of the magnitude of deep RO signals estimated in
this study by numerical modeling, a more detailed investigation of the effects of horizontally
inhomogeneous ducts on RO signals, development of an algorithm for automated analysis of RO
spectrograms for detection of deep and interfering signals, estimation of the probability of interference
that substantially disturbs RO inversions. Also, it is interesting to investigate interfering signals in
GLONASS FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) RO data. Although signals from different GLONASS
satellites have different frequencies, they use the same C/A code; thus, cross-satellite interference is still
expected but may be weaker than for GPS [Balaei and Akos, 2011]. Twice smaller GLONASS C/A code
chipping rate compared to GPS [Kaplan, 1996] may reduce the loss of SNR due to range miss-modeling
in OL tracking, especially for rising occultations. Both GPS and GLONASS FDMA RO data will be available
in the FORMOSAT-7/COSMIC-2 RO mission.
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